Fact Sheet

Get the most from your
applications
DXC Application Services
Benefits:
• Reduce costs by up to 40%
compared to traditional models
• Accelerate time to business
value through automated and
industrialized models
• Use AI to reduce mean time to
resolution of application incidents
• Improve application quality
through process automation and
analytics

Why DXC?
• DXC is recognized as a global
leader in applications services
• 50,000+ applications professionals,
serving more than 1,000 clients
across 70 countries
• 9,000+ agile and DevOps
practitioners; 1,900+ certifications
in agile and scaled agile
• Gold partner with Scaled Agile Inc.
• 1 million+ applications and 2.6
billion lines of code managed
globally

Deliver the experiences customers want and the results
you need.
Shifts in market conditions, brutal
competitive landscapes and increasing
customer expectations are forcing
enterprises to rapidly deliver new
business services while operating IT
even more efficiently. At the same time,
application portfolio complexities,
aging legacy systems, nonstandard
delivery models, inadequate security
and lack of skills stubbornly keep
enterprises’ spending on applications
high. In the face of flat or decreasing
budgets, enterprises struggle to invest
in innovation, develop new digital
capabilities, automate processes and
deliver satisfying customer experiences.
When developed and deployed
effectively, modern applications can
deliver the experiences customers crave
and the business results enterprises
need. But how do you get there?
DXC Application Services helps you
leverage your applications to reduce
costs, advance digital strategies and
drive business growth. Your enterprise
becomes more secure, digital and datadriven — so you can give customers what
they truly want.
Radically transform apps processes
DXC Technology leads your digital
transformation by shifting IT spending
from operations to innovation. Our
secret sauce is a delivery model that
features return on investment-focused
applications modernization, automation,
development (including security and

testing) and management. We extend
traditional IT with next-generation
application technology and combine
our intellectual property (IP) and
coinvestment with a world-class partner
ecosystem. Our flexible, consumptionbased commercial models scale globally
to drive business outcomes and enrich
user experiences.
DXC Application Services, a rich portfolio
of solutions, radically transforms how
you develop and manage applications.
Key components include:
• Digital Applications DevSecOps
facilitates the changes in culture,
practices and technology needed to
accelerate and scale DevSecOps — so
you can deliver high-quality software
with security embedded in the process.
This complete set of services helps IT
leaders overcome traditional mindsets
and get the most business benefit from
DevSecOps methods.
• Core Applications Development
Services provide the capability, scale
and speed to drive business agility
and digitalization. Our experts develop
feature-rich and secure business
applications that run on a variety
of technology and user platforms
and leverage industrialized and lean
delivery. DXC partners with you to
build and manage an applications
portfolio that continuously increases
IT value and maximizes business
outcomes.
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• Testing and Digital Assurance
combines DXC’s unique IP with our
testing-as-a-service model, advanced
test automation assets and strong
partner ecosystem to quickly deliver
optimum testing outcomes. Our
comprehensive portfolio of application
testing services mixes emerging
technologies with our IP, tools,
frameworks and accelerators to help
you quickly achieve your business
objectives.
• Application Management
Services transform your application
management landscapes by deploying
next-generation lean, analytics and
automation tools. Our capabilities
mean we can integrate and operate
diverse environments ranging from
modern cloud applications to
traditional legacy applications.
Proven success
As a global leader, DXC has helped
hundreds of enterprises gain measurable
business benefits from transforming their
applications. DXC Application Services
have a strong track record of proven
success, including the following business
results:
• For a telecommunications company,
we accelerated development cycles
and savings by deploying agile
methods at scale, resulting in a 40
percent reduction in applications time
to market.
• For a major airline, we deployed

testing as a service, which produced
cost savings of 43 percent and a 66
percent reduction in testing cycle time.
• For a government agency, we
delivered enterprise scale with
extreme automation, driving visibility,
efficiency and $12 million in annual
savings.
• For a global retailer, our application
service automation reduced incidents
requiring manual triage from 94
percent to 5 percent.
• For a healthcare insurance provider,
we reduced Severity 1 incidents by 75
percent, which lowered administrative
expenses by 39 percent.
The ISG Provider Lens Global 2019
Quadrant Report concluded that DXC
is able to “achieve a high degree of
automation, especially in three areas:
customer engagement, claims (selfservice) and back-office processing.”
DXC has unmatched global reach and
the capabilities to deliver superior
end-to-end frameworks, processes, risk
mitigation and planning. Wherever you
are in the world, we can work with you
closely to develop and deliver the digital
services that drive your desired business
outcomes.
Underlying our digital services is DXC
Bionix™, a comprehensive, digitalgeneration services delivery model that
implements intelligent automation at
the scale required by the world’s top
companies — as well as by smaller

enterprises. It uses analytics and
artificial intelligence (AI), lean processes
and leading automation capabilities
to produce greater insight, speed and
efficiency across our global delivery
ecosystem.
DXC is product-agnostic and views
application services through a very
concise and straightforward lexicon:
design, digitize and scale.
We leverage design thinking, lean
processes, agile development and
DevSecOps to deliver applications
services that address the full
applications estate — from ideation and
fast-cycle development to industrialized,
scaled delivery.
Next steps
DXC is ready to help you transform
your applications landscape. Contact
your DXC representative to conduct an
Applications Transformation Experience
workshop to plan your transformation
journey. You can then conduct broader
portfolio assessments and develop a
holistic roadmap.
To access detailed information about
Digital Transformation Services,
visit www.dxc.technology/digital_
transformation

Learn more at:
www.dxc.technology/
application_services.

Get the insights that matter.
www.dxc.technology/optin
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